
 

Swim Meets 
Although not all swimmers choose to compete, most do. We encourage you 
to attend as many meets as possible, for several reasons: 

 We believe competition is an important part of the program. It 
provides motivation, it gives us the opportunity to reward 
performance, and it can teach many lessons. 

 If the meet is at another team’s pool, they will have gone to a 
lot of trouble to set everything up, and it would be 
disrespectful for us not to make a good showing. If the meet is 
at our pool, the visiting team may have come a long way, and 
we have a responsibility to make it worth their while. 

 Relay races are a big part of the meet, and your participation 
may determine whether other swimmers get to race. 

Events 

Swimmers compete in two-year age groups: 8&U, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14, and 
Open. A swimmer’s age on December 1 determines their age group for the 
entire season. 

In the Minnesota YMCA Swim League, a swim meet consists of 114 events. 
The odd-numbered events are for girls; the even-numbered events are for 
boys. The same events are available to both girls and boys. For example, 
event 19 is the Girls 10&U 50-yard Freestyle, and event 20 is the Boys 
10&U 50-yard Freestyle. 

Some races, especially the longer ones, are intended primarily for older 
swimmers.  For example, there is no 200-yard Freestyle for the 8&U or 
10&U age groups. Swimmers who want to compete in an event that is not 
offered in their age group may, with the permission of the coaches, swim up 
one or two age groups. 

Most events are individual events – swimmers racing against each other. The 
remainder are relays – teams of four swimmers racing against other teams. 
Each swimmer may participate in a maximum of three individual events and 
two relays. 

Relay teams are organized by the coaches. During most of the season, we try 
to get every swimmer onto two relay teams at each meet. However, due to 
the number of swimmers who sign up for a particular meet and their ages 
and abilities, this is sometimes impossible or inadvisable. 

Since our goal at the sectional meet is to achieve as many State qualifiers as 
possible, as that meet approaches, we focus more on putting together our 
strongest relay teams. 
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Signing up for a Meet 

About a week before each meet, you’ll receive an email telling you that on-
line sign-up is available. Go to our website, sign in, and under "Events," click 
on the meet you want to sign up for. Indicate that you plan to attend, and 
then check the three individual events you want to swim. BE SURE TO CLICK 
"SAVE" WHEN YOU'RE DONE! 

After the sign-up deadline, the coaches will arrange the relay teams. We do 
our best to get every swimmer onto two relay teams. 

When you sign up, there's a place where you can enter a comment. If you 
want to swim in an event that's only offered in an older age group, leave a 
note there.  

During the regular season, the deadline to sign up for a Saturday meet is 
usually the preceding Wednesday. For some meets, such as the Invitational, 
section, and regional meets, the deadline may be earlier. 

If you want to sign up but can’t access our website, calling or emailing the 
Head Coach is the next best thing. Give your name and the events you want 
to swim. Do this before the deadline. 

If you want to swim in a meet but you miss the deadline, talk to the coaches 
as soon as possible. In most cases, we’ll be able to get you into some events, 
although they might not be the ones you would have chosen. 

Note: For some meets, particularly the Invitational, the section meet, and the 
regional meet, the deadline is very firm. If you miss it, you will not be 
allowed to swim. 

We know things happen: swimmers get sick, cars don’t start, etc. But signing 
up for a meet is a commitment. If you sign up but you don’t show up, we’ll 
probably have to rearrange relay teams, and in spite of our best efforts, 
other swimmers may not get to swim. Don’t sign up for a meet unless you 
expect to be there, and once you’ve signed up, do your best to be there and 
swim all your events. 

On the Day of the Meet 

Before you leave home, make sure you have your swimsuit, cap, goggles, and 
a couple of towels. A water bottle may also be handy. 

You’ll have a lot of time in between races. Bring extra towels, a sweatshirt 
and sweatpants, socks, and maybe a robe, a blanket, or a sleeping bag. 
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It’s fun to play with your teammates between races, but save your energy 
and be careful. If you’d rather sit quietly, bring a book or a game. 

Even with everyone doing their best to keep things moving, a swim meet can 
be long, hot, and noisy. Dress appropriately. If the meet is outdoors, bring 
sunscreen even if it’s cloudy. If it’s indoors, expect hot and humid. 

Bring some healthy snacks for your swimmer: granola bars, cereal, fruit 
snacks, fruit juice, sports drinks, etc. 

Get a copy of the program. (The home team will probably be selling them.) 
Highlight your swimmer’s events. Highlight all the events with Blaisdell 
swimmers. 

Offer to help! The greatest need is usually for timers. It only takes a minute 
to learn how, and you get a good view of all the races. Get to know the other 
parents, get to know their children, and take an interest in the whole team. 

Swimmers should arrive about half an hour before warm-ups. (For a home 
meet, parents should arrive at least an hour before, since there’s a lot of 
set-up.) Find the pool, find the locker rooms, find the crash room (if there is 
one), and get ready to swim. 

You should be on the pool deck at least fifteen minutes before warm-ups. 
Find the coaches or parent volunteers who are writing event numbers on 
swimmers’ arms, and have them do that for you. 

Usually, each team is assigned one or two lanes for warm-ups. After you get 
your event numbers, find out which lane to warm up in, go there, and follow 
your coaches’ instructions.  

This is also the time to practice your starts, but you may do this only under 
the supervision of a coach. Otherwise, stay off the blocks! 

When warm-ups are over, don’t wander off! Stay with the coaches for a quick 
team meeting. 

The coaches and officials will gather for a few minutes just before the meet 
starts, mostly to notify the officials of any swimmers who have scratched – 
swimmers who were expected to swim but will not. Under certain 
circumstances, coaches may also be allowed to enter swimmers who were 
not originally signed up. 
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Once the meet starts, you should stay out of the area behind the blocks, and 
you should stay away from the edge of the pool. If you have a question or if 
you’re not sure where to go, ask a Blaisdell coach. If none of us are handy, 
ask one of the volunteers or another team’s coach. Don’t interfere with any 
of the officials or timers. 

 

 

When it’s time for your race, it’s your responsibility to be standing behind 
the block, ready to step up. That means you need to know what event is 
being swum at the moment, and you need to know your next event, heat, and 
lane. When there are just a few races remaining before yours, go stand 
behind the starting block for your lane. 

To save time, we may combine similar events. That is, if there are two races 
of the same stroke and distance, each with only a couple of swimmers, we 
may swim them at the same time. Watch out for that. 

Some teams provide “shepherds” around the pool. These are parent 
volunteers who will help you line up in the right order with other swimmers, 
and will tell you when to go to your lane. 

When you get to your lane, the timers there should ask your name and check 
it against the meet program. If there’s any confusion, they should signal the 
officials to stop the meet until we straighten things out. 

As the last swimmer in the race before yours approaches the finish, the 
starter will blow several short whistles. This is the signal for you to get 
ready. Make sure your cap and goggles are on, and make sure you know what 
stroke and distance you’re about to swim. 

When the starter blows one long whistle, step up onto the block promptly. (If 
you’re swimming backstroke, step into the water.) Do not step up onto the 
block before this! 

When the starter says, “Take your mark,” step to the front of the block and 
get into your starting position. (If you’re swimming backstroke, the starter 
will first either say, “Place your feet” or blow their whistle again. Plant your 
feet on the wall, making sure your toes are underwater.) Do this promptly 
and smoothly, and then remain motionless and ready. 

When all the swimmers have taken their marks and are motionless on the 
block, the starter will sound the starting horn. The instant you hear that 
sound, dive in and START SWIMMING! 
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At the end of the race, stay in the water until the last swimmer has finished. 
When the last swimmer has finished, get out of the water promptly. (You may 
reach into the next lane and shake hands with the swimmer there, but then 
get out.) You can ask the timers what your time was, but then you should 
leave the starting area and find your coaches to see whether they have any 
feedback about your swim. 

Between events, don’t disappear! Regardless of whether you’re glad, sad, 
mad, or anything else, we need to know where you are. If you’re not on the 
pool deck, you should be in the locker room or the crash room. If you need to 
be someplace else, let us know first.  

If you need First Aid or if you feel sick, come to one of the coaches or a 
lifeguard. If you need to leave the meet, make sure your coaches know. If you 
can’t get to your coaches, ask a teammate to tell them. Do not leave the 
meet unless accompanied by your parent or guardian! 

Awards 

We reward both performance and personal improvement: 

 At regular-season and post-season meets, ribbons (and 
sometimes medals) are awarded to the top finishers in each 
event. 

 At the end of the regular season, each swimmer will receive a 
plaque with his or her best times for every event. 

 Whenever a swimmer posts three personal records – that is, 
when they swim all their individual events faster than they ever 
have before – they will receive special recognition. 

Often, awards are not available until several days after the meet. Each 
swimmer has a file in a box in one of the Swim Team lockers on the pool 
deck. Check there for awards. 

Disqualifications 

In any race, swimmers must perform the start, the stroke, the turns, and the 
finish in compliance with certain rules. If an official observes a swimmer 
violating any rule, the official will signal by raising his or her hand, and will 
fill out a DQ slip. The swimmer will receive no award for the race; the 
coaches will receive a copy of the slip, so that they and the swimmer can 
discuss the violation later. 
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The officials are specifically trained to give the benefit of the doubt to the 
swimmer. They will not disqualify a swimmer unless they are sure of what 
they saw. Still, a coach or swimmer may disagree with an official. In that 
case, the swimmer may talk to the coach, the coach may talk to the officials, 
and the coach may choose to file a protest. No one else – not parents, not 
timers, not spectators, not anyone else – has any place in the discussion. 

Under the rules of our league, video replays are not admissible when 
protesting a disqualification. 

Sportsmanship 

At the end of the race, stay in the water until the last swimmer has finished. 
Before you get out, it’s nice to reach over the lane line, shake hands, and 
thank the swimmers next to you for a good race – regardless of whether who 
won. 

Remember that you represent the Blaisdell YMCA. When we go to another 
team’s pool, behave in a way that will make them glad they invited us. At 
home meets, make sure the visiting swimmers, parents, and coaches are glad 
they came. 

Bad Weather 

In the event of bad weather on the day of a meet, the Executive Director of 
our branch may decide that travel is unsafe. In this case, the Executive 
Director will inform the head coach, who will communicate to the team via 
email and/or text messages. 

Video Replay 


